2003 honda accord power window problems

Honda Accord owners have reported 43 problems related to power window under the visibility
category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of Honda Accord based on all problems reported for the
Accord. The contact owns a Honda Accord. The contact stated that the rear passenger side
window would open and fall into the door panel. The contact had been able to close the window
by initiating the window controls, but eventually had to lock the window so they would remain
upright. The vehicle was not inspected by the dealer nor repaired. The failure and the current
mileage was 94, See all problems of the Honda Accord. I have an 05 Honda Accord coupe.
Neither window will roll down, had the relay switch replaced but 6 months later back to the
same problem. Radio would go on and off, even when car was off. Now the cruise control button
will not work. If I push it down the green indicator light comes on but the button will not stay
engaged. I've seen so many of the same complaints I was sure there was a recall I missed but
there isn't??!!. The contact stated that the front passenger window and the two rear windows
failed. The contact took the vehicle to the dealer and was told that the power window master
switch failed because water had entered the switch area. The current mileage was 45, and the
failure mileage was unknown. The contact stated that whenever the defroster was activated, the
exterior light would dim. In addition, the passenger side headlight was inoperable. The glove
compartment light would continuously remain illuminated while the vehicle was turned on.
Upon exiting and closing the driver side door, the contact stated that all four windows fell
halfway down. The dealer diagnosed no failure with the defects. The manufacturer was not
contacted and the vehicle was not repaired. The failure mileage was 38, and the current mileage
was , Consumer writes to report a potential fire hazard with power windows the consumer
stated the front drivers window regulator motor assembly was replaced, because it was slow to
open and then became stuck in the down position. Four months later, the front passenger
window would not open when the consumer tried pressing the switch from both the master
control panel and the passenger arm rest. In addition, none of the windows opened from the
outside of the vehicle when she pressed the unlock button on the remote transmitter and held
the button down. The doors unlocked, but the windows did not go down. The front passenger
regulator motor failed and in addition to a fuse blowing, the wiring in the passenger door panel
burned and the vehicle's fuse box assembly was damaged. When the consumer picked the
vehicle up, she was told the problem may have originated with a crack in the master control
switch on the driver's panel. Two days later, after the repairs were made, when the consumer
tried pressing the switch to close the window, the window rose less than an inch and
immediately went down again. Also, when she wanted to open the window fully, she had to hold
the control switch in the down position longer than normally required to automate the action.
The consumer returned to the dealer and they replaced the run channels on both windows. I
leased a Honda Accord ex v6 in may of , from rick case in miramar FL. On August 31, , I had to
have my o ring discharge line replaced, due to leaking power steering fluid and noise. In July , I
relocated to atlanta, GA and purchased this vehicle via retail transferred the title in August
Then, November 9, , I had to have the power steering pump replaced due to leaking fluids and a
loud noise. Today is August 6, and I am again having the same power steering issues!! I am so
unhappy with this Honda purchase as I thought that they were known for their longevity,
especially since I have been the only owner and got the car brand new. The main thing is I need
answers or directions as to what my next step. Please advise, thank you. I am still making
payments on this car!! The contact stated the headlights would shut off while driving at night.
Also, the windows malfunctioned when the failure occurred and the contact was unable to open
or close the windows. The dealer informed the contact to replace the radio. A private mechanic
replaced the radio and two days after the radio was replaced, the failure recurred. The
manufacturer was aware of the failure but did not offer any assistance. The current mileage was
, and the failure mileage was , The window regulators and power door locks on the Honda's I
own keep failing and cost more than dollars to repair. This seems to be a systemic problem on
the Honda's. I have had this happen on all 4 doors of my Honda Accord and 2 doors on my
Honda pilot. Honda needs to do a recall and fix this issue. People shouldn't have to pay for a
systemic issue in the car, which can be a safety issue as well as you can't put the windows
down or up once this happens. While getting into a Honda Accord 4door, I grasped the door
frame wrapping my fingers around the top support that surrounds the window on the passenger
side. Apparently the driver engaged the up button from the drivers side. This caused the
passenger window to trap my fingers with great force! I feel strongly that there should be a
safety contact in the weather striping to prevent anything from being exposed to this force! I
found one such item patent I had a similar idea. Less than 60, miles usually parked most of the
day. Driver's window would go down but not up. Was told "due to use - window wire gears
stripped. I have never had this occur and drove taurus to , under same conditions. I could see it

if there was more than slight use of the window!!! Consumer states defect with vehicle windows
the consumer stated the windows would open at any time without command from the remote,
even when the vehicle was off and parked. Several components within the window panel were
replaced, but the consumer continued to experience the same problem. My Honda Accord se 's
driver's side window's motor stopped working. Is there a recall regarding such. This could be
very dangerous. Not being able to roll the window down. When reach highway speed and open
ing rear windows there was buffeting wind that came into the vehicle and caused servere
vibration to the roof, interior, passengers and ear drums. Contacted Honda ,they said to shut
the windows or only open one. The contact stated that the two front windows on her vehicle
would not go up or down. The vehicle has been to the dealer at least three times and they
replaced the motors, but the windows still do not go up and down. The failure mileage was ,
Needs better weather-stripping. Not sure how much expense involved in fixing them as I don't
have extended warranty for the vehicle. Also, driver's side window too slow in movement.
Anti-lock brakes. Electrical-headlights, power windows-driver side failed. Electric windows
operate very slowly to not at all especially in cold weather. Hazard light switch sticks to the "on"
position in cold weather. Electric door locks do not work properly on the driver's side door.
Emissions light comes on and stays on prematurely or for no reason. My crank shaft pulley bolt
broke off damaging my whole engine. Honda estimates it will be approx. This is ridiculous since
my car is practically new and I get all my servicing at the dealership!. The consumer took the
vehicle to the dealer for stalling and sputtering issues. Honda issued a recall on the ignition
switch, but the consumer has taken the vehicle in to the dealer 3 times and the problem has not
been resolved. The passenger side power window would not work when the control panel was
used on the drivers side. All of the above dates and mileage are approximate. I have the
information on paper at home. I checked back with them a week later today and they said that
they were going to impound my car because my insurance company never got back with them.
Called my insurance company, and it took 5 mins. To have someone fax over proof of
insurance. That was all - was it that difficult??? The back window tinting lifted up after 1 year,
the tire blew out on the freeway 1 month after getting it leased the car Aug The service engine
light has come on twice, for no apparent reason. And the srs light was on 2 different times. Had
it turned off the 1st time. Then 1 week later it was back on, brought back to my dealership and
they said it was something wrong with the computer system, but they could not give me a good
enough explanation. When I first was looking for a car at the dealership, this car was not on the
lot where all the other cars for sale were, it was in the back, by the service department. Asked
the sales rep if the car was in okay condition and he said it was, and there was nothing wrong
with it because it only had 10 miles on it - I should have known then. This car is a pain in the
behind and it is just a hassle for everything that keeps happening with it. All windows when
being operated either up or down continue to come off track. Dealer has replaced power window
regulator but all windows have fallen off the track inside the doors. Please provide further
details. The passenger window hangs and gets stuck in the guide. I have had it fixed 3 times
and now it needs a 4th fixing. The anti-lock braking system engages prematurely, making
braking ineffective at highway speeds. Automatic door locks fail to lock automatically.
Consumer manually locks each door instead of one door locking all. Consumer has yet to
contact dealer. Power windows inoperable,only the driver side front would work. I have had a
recurring problem with the power window on the drivers side door of my Accord ex coupe. The
first incident ocurred on July 27, at an odometer reading of The problem was fixed for no cost.
The next failure ocurred on October 20, when the odometer reading was This was also fixed
without charge under a goodwill warranty. I told the service department that this was a recurring
problem and thought Honda should cover the entire repair. I was told the district service
manager denied the request. Do I have recourse? Power windows especially front passenger
side operate very slowly after rainstorms. There is also some sort of sticky film that developes
on the inner top part of all the windows where the glass comes in contact with the weather
strips. A loud , unsticking sounds comes from the windows when they are first lowered. Tried to
clean windows and weather striping with a mild cleanser, but no luck! Right front side
passenger window exploded while driving, causing injury to passenger when pieces of glass
lodged in face, damage to vehicle following, replacement of windshield necessary. Passenger
windows do not operate at either the passenger side or from the driver's control. Both front
windows make whistling and craking noise when the vehicle is drive 50mph. I suspect the seal
is not tight enough. The dealer, with only visual inspection, says its only normal. Power
windows fail to operate properly, especially in cold weather. Dealer denies anything is wrong
with the power window system. Car Problems. Power Window problem of the Honda Accord 1.
Power Window problem of the Honda Accord 2. Power Window problem of the Honda Accord 3.
Power Window problem of the Honda Accord 4. Power Window problem of the Honda Accord 5.

Power Window problem of the Honda Accord 6. Power Window problem of the Honda Accord 7.
Power Window problem of the Honda Accord 8. Power Window problem of the Honda Accord 9.
Power Window problem of the Honda Accord Other Common Visibility related problems of
Honda Accord. Problem Category Number of Problems Wiper problems Wiper problems.
Windshield problems. Sun Roof problems. Visibility problems. Defogger problems. Exterior
Rearview Mirror problems. Two problems related to power window have been reported for the
Honda Accord. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of the Honda Accord based on all problems reported for the
Accord. Consumer writes to report a potential fire hazard with power windows the consumer
stated the front drivers window regulator motor assembly was replaced, because it was slow to
open and then became stuck in the down position. Four months later, the front passenger
window would not open when the consumer tried pressing the switch from both the master
control panel and the passenger arm rest. In addition, none of the windows opened from the
outside of the vehicle when she pressed the unlock button on the remote transmitter and held
the button down. The doors unlocked, but the windows did not go down. The front passenger
regulator motor failed and in addition to a fuse blowing, the wiring in the passenger door panel
burned and the vehicle's fuse box assembly was damaged. When the consumer picked the
vehicle up, she was told the problem may have originated with a crack in the master control
switch on the driver's panel. Two days later, after the repairs were made, when the consumer
tried pressing the switch to close the window, the window rose less than an inch and
immediately went down again. Also, when she wanted to open the window fully, she had to hold
the control switch in the down position longer than normally required to automate the action.
The consumer returned to the dealer and they replaced the run channels on both windows. The
contact owns a Honda Accord. The contact stated that the two front windows on her vehicle
would not go up or down. The vehicle has been to the dealer at least three times and they
replaced the motors, but the windows still do not go up and down. The failure mileage was , Car
Problems. Power Window problem 1. Power Window problem 2. Other Visibility related
problems of the Honda Accord. Wiper problems Wiper problems. Rear Window Wiper Washer
problems. Visibility problems. Sun Roof problems. Defogger problems. Windshield problems.
Rearview Mirror problems. Defogger Heater problems. If you own a Honda Accord, you know
they rarely give any trouble. However, if you own a or older model, you've probably had the
experience of hitting the power window button and getting a sluggish or non-existent reaction.
Some power window problems are relatively easy to fix. A dead motor, the most common cause
of failure, requires that you open the door panel and get your hands dirty. Check the fuses and
switches. Your owner's manual and fuse-box cover have fuse and switch diagrams. Look for the
power window relay and power window motor labels. Tug out the fuse and check it for damage.
Check the switches for deterioration or abnormalities. You can get a new fuse or switch at an
auto parts store or super center and easily replace it. Get out your tool box if you've eliminated
fuses and switches as the cause of the problem. Now you have to remove the door panel to get
a better look at your window's power source. For the driver's side and passenger-side doors,
remove the door pad and inner moisture barrier. Use an upholstery-removal tool to help pry the
panel off. The rear windows require that you remove the two center channel screws at the top of
the door frame and two lower bolts in the bottom of the door. Check under the weather stripping
if those bolts aren't evident. Lower the window until the glass bolts are visible. Use the 10mm
socket wrench to remove the bolts in the large and smaller access holes. Standing at an angle
inside the door, tip the glass gently toward the outside of the door. Pull it out and set it in a
secure place. Access the regulator by removing the front channel and regulator mounting bolts.
Older models have additional roller bolts. Use a digital voltage meter to test regulator power
before completely removing it. A reading of less than 12 means you have a wiring or switch
problem. Recheck the fuses and switches. A reading of 12 means your wiring and switches are
getting power to the motor, so the motor is inoperative for another reason. Remove the motor
and regulator. Wear protective gloves and keep your hands clear of the regulator gear spring.
You can expect it to snap abruptly on removal. Use oil to grease the roller guides and sliding
surfaces of the regulator after removing all the parts. Confirm that the breather pipe is in
position to keep water out of your new motor. Advance the new regulator gear with your gloved
hand. Use the collar and mounting bolt to secure the new motor in place. Replace the front door
run channel. Slide the window glass back into the door. Advance the regulator with the power
window control in the door until the glass mounting bolt holes line up with the access holes.
Replace the window mounting bolts. Test for smooth operation of the window. The window
should move up and down easily and form a tight seal when closed. Tighten or loosen window
mounting bolts as needed. This article was written by a professional writer, copy edited and fact
checked through a multi-point auditing system, in efforts to ensure our readers only receive the

best information. To submit your questions or ideas, or to simply learn more, see our about us
page: link below. Step 1 Check the fuses and switches. Step 2 Get out your tool box if you've
eliminated fuses and switches as the cause of the problem. Step 1 Access the regulator by
removing the front channel and regulator mounting bolts. Step 2 Use a digital voltage meter to
test regulator power before completely removing it. Install New Power Window Motor and
Regulator Step 1 Use oil to grease the roller guides and sliding surfaces of the regulator after
removing all the parts. Step 2 Advance the new regulator gear with your gloved hand. Step 3
Slide the window glass back into the door. Step 4 Test for smooth operation of the window.
Replace the liner and door panel. Dispose of the dead motor. Tips As you remove the bolts,
label or separate them accordingly to aid reassembly when you're done. Take advantage of
model-specific manuals to study diagrams specific to your model before you begin work. Save
yourself some trouble and mark the location of the roller guide mounting bolts. You'll be glad
you did when you're aligning the window later. Contact auto parts stores and salvage yards
about selling your dead motor. Otherwise, check with local government for safe disposal places
for the old motor at recycling centers or waste-management facilities. New fuses or switches
Screwdrivers Upholstery removal tool 10mm socket wrench Digital voltage meter Protective
gloves Motor oil Power-window motor. When removing the glass, don't force it. Although it
looks thick, it's still as fragile and dangerous as any other glass. We recommend avoiding this
model year like the plague. The stereo backlight problem has been an issue since these
Accords were only a few years old. I have had window motor or regulator problems for years
but only in the winter. In the summer it winds up just fine. But in the winter when it is snowing
and cold, I freeze. Sometimes I forget and roll down my window and then it becomes very
annoying. I have to pull over, grab the window if I can and help it up. Sometimes I am successful
and other times I'm not. Drivers side door has problem with the electric window. Sometimes
window rolls down sometimes not. Dealership can find nothing wrong. Both window regulators
broke. It started with the windows clunking and getting stuck. Then finally the windows
completely broke. They wouldn't roll down. It was as if the motor had died. I'd push the window
button and nothing would happen. I took it to a mechanic who charged me a few hundred
dollars to change the motors. That didn't work. So the mechanic changed the motor again, and
that didn't work. And no, I did not get refunded. I then took it to the dealer who gave me a proper
diagnosis broken window regulator not motor and the dealer tried to charge me a fee for this
diagnosis. They wanted to charge me something outrageous to replace the regulators. It's been
since that my drivers window hasn't rolled down, and a little less than that since the passenger
window has rolled down. I called Honda headquarters and tried to get help. It was past the
warranty, past 36k miles, past 3 years. She was rude too at Honda headquarters. She told me I
could complain to my attorney general. How stupid is that. Shouldn't our attorney general be
busy fighting crime and fraud? Honda should recall these regulators!! The passenger door
motor is failing and the window's seal on the door is coming off. My window motor went down
and did not go back up. Unfortunatley, a year later, the motor has gone back out. Passenger
side window motored down just fine I dropped the window to get the attention of the driver that
pulled out ahead of me at the gas station and tell him that his gas cap cover was hanging open.
Since it was freezing outside and raining, it was the biggest pain you can imagine to suddenly
realize that pulling back 'up' on the window switch was having no effect. The window was NOT
going to go back up. Honda window motor apparently has become too weak over time, or
something in their window design is subject to getting too difficult for the motor to overcome.
Once home, freezing, with a wet interior, I put on gloves and a better rain coat and went back
outside to get the key on, hold the button up, while simultaneously trying to grab, pry, and pull
the edge of the glass barely reachable in the door. After several fractions of an inch budges, I
was finally able to grasp enough glass and pull hard enough that I could 'help' the motor get the
window up and closed. Honda will not fix this, they say it is not a recall issue and the warranty
expired for this kind of 'routine mechanical failure' long ago, and the dealer wants waaaaay too
much to 'diagnose and repair' than I have available to spend on it. In fact, the 'diagnose' process
will apparently cost more than my trip to the local junkyard for a used one once the weather
warms up. Till then, I just have to remember NOT to allow anyone to use it. Contact Honda
American Motors. The numbers will be in your owners manuel. Get the fax number from the
person you talk to then write a letter to Honda. They will not give you any telephone numbers or
email addresses. Everything is done by fax. They may be willing to help. Ii am now on my 4th
motor s in each window. It sent smoke pouring into my car. Honda needs to add a recall on this
as well as theirr transmission problems. Oh, did I mention I had my transmission replaced to?
There was a recall on the windshield motor and i had it done but obviously Honda didn't fix it
correctly and would not fix it a second time, and of course it quit working when i was driving on
interstate and it started raining, very interesting trip. It all started one day when it was raining I

noticed that after I had let my window down at a drive thru window, it would not come back up.
After having pressing the button several times it finally did come back up. After then, it just
stopped working. If I tried to let it down it smelled like wires were burning. Now the passenger
window is doing the same thing!! I believe that Honda needs to add this problem to their recall
list!! I purchased this car in from Rick Case in Weston, FL and have had nothing but problems
with this car. See all my additional problems with this vehicle. When I first purchased my Honda
Accord I had problems with a leak emanating from the passenger side dash board area. I took
the vehicle to the worst "Sloane" Honda dealer where I had purchased the vehicle. I was told
that some big person sat on the passenger side and pinched the hose with their big feet. I
laughed and at the same time was annoyed because I was a female they thought I was a dumb
ass. They allegedly fixed the problem. I then had problems with my sun roof which was not
operating correctly; again I was told they was no problem. Somehow it fixed itself. I am now
having problems with the left side window which does not roll down. Is this a common
problem? So I am driving home the other day and went to roll down my window. I hear this click
and my window goes flying down. I try to roll it back up and the switch has no restraint or
tension, it is just there. Now if I touch it in the slightest it rolls all the way down or all the way up
What else can go wrong. Whenever there is frost or it just finishes raining the mildew or rain
just runs up the crack of the door then drips directly down into the power window control
button! The motor in the driver's side window keeps making a noise. It
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seems to continue trying to roll up after it's already all the way up. I've been told that it's the
motor. This went out 50K miles. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Ask your Honda
dealer. Most Common Solutions: not sure 8 reports this problems needs to be added to honda's
recall list! Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page
Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this Accord problem yet.
Be the first! Find a good Honda mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your
zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. This is the second time
that a window motor has failed me on this car. This car is such a lemon! Search CarComplaints.
Accord brake problems Civic transmission failure engine complaint electrical issue heater
complaint transmission complaint paint defect Accord recall. The window is not working in my
Accord. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

